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ReÂ-searchÂ-ers reÂ-port that they have arÂ-tiÂ-fiÂ-cially creÂ-atÂ-ed a beatÂ-ing rat heart, with help from
naÂ-ture. Through a proÂ-cess called whole orÂ-gan deÂ-celÂ-luÂ-larÂ-izÂ-aÂ-tion, UniÂ-versÂ-ity of
MinÂ-neÂ-soÂ-ta sciÂ-enÂ-tists said they grew the orÂ-gans by takÂ-ing dead aniÂ-mal hearts and
re-seedÂ-ing them with live cells. The reÂ-sults are deÂ-scribed in the JanÂ-uÂ-ary 13 onÂ-line isÂ-sue of
the reÂ-search jourÂ-nal NaÂ-ture MedÂ-iÂ-cine. AlÂ-though re-creÂ-ating huÂ-man hearts may be years
away, the work seems to be a promÂ-isÂ-ing start, said the prinÂ-ciÂ-pal inÂ-vesÂ-tiÂ-gaÂ-tor, DoÂ-ris
TayÂ-lor of the uniÂ-versÂ-ity. â€œThe idea would be to deÂ-velÂ-op transÂ-plantable blood vesÂ-sels or
whole orÂ-gans that are made from your own cells.â€•An estimated 550,000 heart failure cases are
diÂ-agÂ-nosed yearly in the UnÂ-ited States, and some 50,000 U.S. paÂ-tients die anÂ-nuÂ-ally waitÂ-ing
for a doÂ-nor heart.A soÂ-luÂ-tion may be â€œdeÂ-celÂ-luÂ-larÂ-izÂ-aÂ-tion,â€• usÂ-ing naÂ-tureâ€™s
platÂ-form to creÂ-ate a heart, TayÂ-lor said. DeÂ-celÂ-luÂ-larÂ-izÂ-aÂ-tion is the proÂ-cess of
reÂ-movÂ-ing all of the cells from an orÂ-ganâ€”in this case a dead anÂ-iÂ-malâ€™s heartâ€”leavÂ-ing
inÂ-tact the so-called exÂ-traÂ-celÂ-luÂ-lar maÂ-trix, the frameÂ-work beÂ-tween cells.AfÂ-ter
reÂ-movÂ-ing all cells from rat and pig hearts by bathÂ-ing them in deÂ-terÂ-gents, reÂ-searchÂ-ers
inÂ-jected the reÂ-mainÂ-ing scafÂ-fold with a mixÂ-ture of proÂ-genÂ-iÂ-tor cells from newÂ-born rat
hearts. The sciÂ-entÂ-ists then placed the strucÂ-ture in a sterÂ-ile setÂ-ting to grow. WithÂ-in eight days,
the reÂ-searchÂ-ers said, the hearts were pumpÂ-ing, though only at two perÂ-cent strength comÂ-pared to
adult hearts. â€œThe cells have many of the markÂ-ers we asÂ-soÂ-ciÂ-ate with the heart and seem to know
how to beÂ-have like heart tisÂ-sue,â€• TayÂ-lor said. â€œWe just took naÂ-tureâ€™s own buildÂ-ing
blocks to build a new orÂ-gan,â€• said HarÂ-ald C. Ott, co-inÂ-vesÂ-tiÂ-gaÂ-tor of the stuÂ-dy, who now
works at MasÂ-saÂ-chuÂ-setts GenÂ-erÂ-al HosÂ-piÂ-tal. â€œWhen we saw the first conÂ-tracÂ-tions we
were speechÂ-less.â€•
ReÂ-searchÂ-ers said theyâ€™re opÂ-tiÂ-misÂ-tic the disÂ-covÂ-ery could help
inÂ-crease the doÂ-nor orÂ-gan pool. The supply of doÂ-nor orÂ-gans is limÂ-itÂ-ed. And once a heart is
transÂ-planted, paÂ-tients may have to take lifeÂ-long imÂ-mune-supÂ-pressÂ-ing drugs, ofÂ-ten tradÂ-ing
heart failÂ-ure for high blood presÂ-sure, diÂ-aÂ-beÂ-tes, and kidÂ-ney failÂ-ure, TayÂ-lor said.Scientists
hope deÂ-celÂ-luÂ-larÂ-izÂ-aÂ-tion could be used to make new doÂ-nor orÂ-gans. BeÂ-cause a new heart
could be filled with the reÂ-cipÂ-iÂ-enÂ-tâ€™s cells, reÂ-searchÂ-ers hyÂ-pothÂ-eÂ-size itâ€™s much less
likely to be reÂ-jected by the body, and would be nourÂ-ished, regÂ-uÂ-latÂ-ed, and reÂ-genÂ-erÂ-ated in a
naÂ-turÂ-al way.
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